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2022 Impact

NATIONAL STATISTICS 

More than 120 babies have been given a beautiful chance
in this world with families that love them, and countless
parents facing traumatic circumstances received the care
and attention they deserve. Our gift to share is the gift of
hope, and in 2022, we saw hope in action.

Keeping Mothers & 

 Infants Together

Fund

Choosing adoption or Safe
Haven relinquishment is a
difficult decision for a parent. In
2022, a Love Bundle gift was
sent to 2 families. Included in
this gift are thoughtful and
special items to show love and
acknowledge their brave
choice. 

There are moments when a
new parent may feel unable to
care for their baby due to a
lack of vital resources. This
fund addresses those gaps for
those who want to parent their
infant. In 2022, 10 families
benefited from this fund!

We are proud to give an extra
dose of love to parents who
have chosen, in the midst of
difficult circumstances, to
parent their baby. In 2022, 6
Baby Shower Sprinkles were
sent to expecting and new
parents throughout the
country. 

Baby Love Bags are infant
care packages that include a
newborn diaper, receiving
blanket, beanie, and onesie
for use when an infant is
surrendered to a Safe Haven
Provider. In 2022, 15 Baby
Love Bags were distributed
nationwide. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

$108,003 RAISED!
A SPECIAL
THANKS TO

OUR TOP
DONORS!

Baby Love Bags



States with a
NSHA

Volunteer
Representative

We are proud to partner with other Safe Haven organizations and
work hand-in-hand with volunteers across the county who support
our mission. The National Representative Program allows our team to
advocate for the Safe Haven Law in hard-to-reach communities
nationwide and provides a greater level of support to those in need 
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(623) 428-1308
contact@nationalsafehavenalliance.org 
www.nationalsafehavenalliance.org 

PO Box 12631
Glendale, AZ 85318

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

In 2022, we experienced exponential growth that reached
and impacted thousands of families and hundreds of Safe
Haven providers nationwide. We had an increased focus on
our 24/7 Crisis Hotline, which provides vital options for
parents in need. The 2022 "What If" Infant Abandonment
Prevention Conference helped providers and partners learn
best practices  to support parents in need. 

Through our partnerships with other integral organizations,
we also grew our wrap-around services and ability to
promote decisions based upon real, tangible support.
Today, we remain committed to being the leading national
advocacy organization in the U.S.,  providing upstanding
and professional services that lead to life-saving outcomes.

The National Safe Haven Alliance made
significant headway in 2022, equipping Safe
Haven Providers and parents facing unplanned
pregnancies with safe alternatives that prevent
infant abandonment while providing holistic care
for both parents and babies.

OPTIONS IN ACTION

NATIONAL REPRESENTATION

In 2022, a scared young couple
delivered a healthy baby girl in
the hospital and soon after told
the hospital’s social worker that
they were unable to care for the
newborn and felt Safe Haven
relinquishment was their only
option. This triggered their call
to our 24/7 Crisis Hotline. The
social worker called to learn 
about their state’s law and relinquishment process; however, our
Crisis Response Team asked to share alternative options with the
parent’s approval. Thankfully, they agreed and instead chose to
make an adoption plan. Within hours, an adoption agency was
notified, and the infant’s new family came to the hospital to meet
their new baby girl and her biological parents. The couple happily
opted for an open adoption, which would not have been possible
otherwise. This outcome is so special and further validates the
importance of discussing all alternative options in a crisis situation.

Call or text our 24/7 Crisis Hotline at 1-888-510-BABY (2229)

by leveraging their
local resources.
Our work would be
truly impossible
without these
amazing
advocates!


